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Dear friends, 
 
We’ve made it to the other side of the U.S. 
election...we think. Although the road ahead will 
not be easy, we are hopeful that scientific experts 
and rational thought will soon play a larger part in 
our political climate. The health of the nation, and 
our collective sanity, depend on it. 
 
However, while we were enduring the turbulence of 
election week, Hurricane Eta was bearing down on 
Central America, devastating areas of Nicaragua, 
Honduras, and Guatemala...before heading off to 
Florida as a tropical storm. 
 
For those in Central America who were slammed by 
this Category 4 hurricane, the hardship will endure 
for months to come. Our partners need our 
immediate attention and support: 
 
Donate now:  support communities suffering 
from the impact of Hurricane ETA. 
 
Send a Holiday Basket: For $100 or more we’ll 
send to you or your loved ones a Nicaraguan 
hand-woven gift basket with fair trade coffee 
grown by our partners at the El Porvenir Coffee 
Co-op. Perfect for holiday giving!  Details in the 
following pages. 
 
Participate in our next Zoom gathering: learn 
about the devastating effects of climate change in 
Nicaragua with experts from the NGO "Green 
Empowerment" Saturday November 21st, 
7:30pm. Sign up at peaceworks.org 
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“Double Strike” on Vulnerable Communities 
The United Nations described the impact of Hurricane Eta on Central America as a double strike, hitting 
communities already economically and physically vulnerable from grappling with  the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Miguel, our partner from FEDICAMP (The Federation of Rural Farmers) tells us that the 
flooding devastated this season’s crops. In some communities, like Cusmapa, small farmers lost 100 
percent of their crops and vegetable gardens, and the rain continued to fall days after the storm passed. 
Miguel was particularly concerned about the loss of staple crops, like corn, beans, and grains, that 
people rely on to feed their families. 
 
Paulette, from the Mariposa Language School and the Chispa de Vida program for people with 
disabilities, tells us that it had already been an unusually wet season in the Masaya area. The recent 
storm led to fallen trees and concerns for local crops in the soggy conditions. The project continues to 
deliver emergency food relief to the Chispa de Vida families, as well as to four local neighborhoods 
struggling with the continued economic impact of Covid-19. 
 
Increased risk of Covid-19 Transmission 
The Pan American Health Organization has warned that many Nicaraguans are at increased risk of 
contracting the Coronavirus, as flooding forces families into shelters or crowded living quarters with 
extended family. In addition, at least eleven community health centers were damaged in the flooding, 
further hampering containment of the virus. 
 
Last month, independent (non-government) sources reported that an analysis of excess deaths in 
Nicaragua since March together with community reporting indicate that over 7,400 people may have 
already died of COVID-19. If these numbers are accurate, the mortality rate in Nicaragua is particularly 
high and shows an urgent need for prevention and containment measures. 
November 21st, 7:30pm Live Zoom 
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From Drought to Deluge: Nicaraguan Farmers on the Frontlines of Climate Change 
For nearly two decades FEDICAMP has been preparing local communities for the impact of climate 
change: projects in sustainable agriculture, soil and water management and the digging of wells and new 
water delivery systems, all while developing young leaders to take charge in small farming 
communities. 
 
Rural farmers in Nicaragua are already living on the edge of extreme poverty and depend directly on the 
graces, and whims, of the natural environment. Their crops are their only lifeline to an already tenuous 
existence. Last week Hurricane Eta blew through at the worst possible moment -- at the height of the 
growing season just before the rainless months take hold. While many Nicaraguans have already fled 
north, most cannot just pick up and move. The government is already economically strapped and 
politically overwhelmed. What can poor farmers do? 
 
Join us on November 21st to hear from environmental and development experts Caitlyn Peake and 
Maria Espinoza from Green Empowerment about current realities for Nicaraguan farmers and next steps 
in this precarious situation. 
 
Our 77th Humanitarian Aid Shipment is off to sea! 
While Hurricane Eta did throw it off course, the shipment is now on its way to Nicaragua. We send our 
deepest appreciation to all those who helped us pack and load: the DOVE volunteers from Seton Hall, 
the guys from the SOMOS sports program for kids in Nicaragua, Father Dennis and everyone at the 
Shrine of St. Joseph who gives us the space to thrive, and especially to you, our PeaceWorks community 
who come through year after year.  Thank you all, dear friends!  
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Please consider making a donation today to support our friends and partners in need. 
 
Wishing you the very best this holiday season. 
 
Denis, Diane, John, Micha, Maggie, Susan, Marilyn and Guy 
The PeaceWorks Board 
 
 
 

---------------------------------- 
 

I’d like to contribute to the emergency fund to support PeaceWorks partners through the aftermath of 
Hurricane Eta. 
  
❏ $50     ❏ $75    ❏ $100    ❏ $150     ❏ $250    ❏ $500    ❏ $1000   ❏ $_______________ 
  
I’d like to help offset the costs of the next humanitarian aid shipment this spring:  
 
❏ $50     ❏ $75    ❏ $100    ❏ $150     ❏ $250    ❏ $500    ❏ $1000   ❏ $_______________ 
 
I'd like to make a general support donation to PeaceWorks: 
  
❏ $50     ❏ $75    ❏ $100    ❏ $150     ❏ $250    ❏ $500    ❏ $1000   ❏ $_______________ 
 
 
 

 
 


